Zenith Model 705 Radio – This is a 6 tube radio manufactured in 1933. Cabinet made of wood. Covers the AM frequency band. Daniel Schoo, De Kalb, IL

Airline Model 04BR-511A Radio – This radio was made by Montgomery Ward in 1941. The cabinet is made of plastic and the chassis has 5 tubes. Daniel Schoo, De Kalb, IL

Coronado Model 1050A Radio – This wood radio is a farm battery set manufactured in the 1940s. It was made by Gamble-Skogmo in Minnesota. Daniel Schoo, De Kalb, IL

Delco Model R1151 Radio – Made by Delco in Kokomo, IN in the late 1930s. Cabinet is made of Bakelite. Daniel Schoo, De Kalb, IL

Emerson Model FG-330 Radio – This Bakelite radio was made in 1941 and extremely popular. The chassis contains 5 tubes. Daniel Schoo, De Kalb, IL

Zenith Model 6D029 Radio – Made by Zenith in 1946. Had the famous V-shaped black dial. Could be powered by both AC and DC. Daniel Schoo, De Kalb, IL

Coronado Model 1050A Radio – This wood radio is a farm battery set manufactured in the 1940s. It was made by Gamble-Skogmo in Minnesota. Daniel Schoo, De Kalb, IL